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Abstract—The definition of intelligent virtual agent behaviour
is a key stage in the process of developing any intelligent
virtual environment application. Ranging from simple scripting
languages to full-featured, general-purpose programming lan-
guages, the means available to developers for defining agent
behaviour are bound by the choice of development methodology
and platform for the entire system. In this paper, we present
a tool for programming the behaviour of intelligent virtual
agents in intelligent virtual environment applications on an
implementation-independent basis using the Prolog language.
Our aim is to evaluate the potential of Prolog as a means for
defining intelligent virtual agent behaviour as well as extend our
previous work in the field.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent virtual agents (IVAs) are representations of
intelligent autonomous entities with perception, action and
behaviour-generation abilities within virtual environments
which, in an effort to stress the element of intelligence,
are collectively referred to as intelligent virtual environments
(IVEs) [1]. IVAs are a crucial element of any IVE application
as they essentially bring the environment ”to life” by enabling
complex interactions and change over time. As a consequence,
the definition of IVA behaviour is a key stage in the process
of developing any IVE application.

The availability of methods and facilities for that purpose
depends on design and implementation choices pertaining
to the entire IVE made early in the development process.
When making such choices, developers are generally faced
with a number of options, each with its own impact on the
development process, its overall outcome and the possibilities
regarding the definition of IVA behaviour in particular

One option is to develop everything from scratch, possibly
combining reusable libraries and software components. While
this approach may seem appealing at first glance (as it allows
freedom to make optimal implementation choices per require-
ment and aspect of the system), it requires significant design
and implementation efforts and poses substantial risks (as is
typically the case when reinventing the wheel).

Another option – rapidly gaining in popularity due to
continuous advances in relevant fields and industries – is to
rely on a platform, software development kit (SDK) or other
tool to abstract aspects of the development process and the
system itself. Popular options include game engines – such

as Unity [2] and Unreal Engine [3] – and similar tools for
systematic development of applications involving a 3D virtual
world inhabited by synthetic actors (popularly referred to as
non-player characters (NPCs)) with which users can interact in
the context of various scenarios. Such tools provide developers
with readily-usable mechanisms for behaviour generation,
among other things, thus facilitating the task to a considerable
degree. However, those mechanisms are typically restricted to
navigation and other ”primitive” forms of behaviour. More
advanced features need to be implemented ad hoc in some
general-purpose programming language the tool is compatible
with (for example, application logic in the Unity Engine can be
programmed in C#, Javascript or Boo), or using some external,
third-party AI component such as the SOAR engine [4]. In
such cases there is considerable overhead due to design and
implementation complexity and the need to interface among
different components.

A third option is to rely on virtual world (VW) platforms,
such as Second Life (SL) [5] and Open Simulator (OS)
[6]. Such platforms support a range of features of potential
importance to IVE applications, such as virtual world persis-
tence, distributed deployment, user and NPC embodiment, and
complex interactions among users and agents; however, they
offer but rudimentary agent behaviour scripting facilities (for
example, SL and OS support object behaviour definition in
the Linden Scripting Language (LSL)) together with limited
options for interfacing with other programming languages and
external components.

Finally, a fourth option requires the availability of special-
ized platforms for the development of IVE applications that
combine useful features from all of the above while providing
specific support for elements essential to intelligent virtual
agent behaviour, such as perception and action modeling,
knowledge representation, knowledge base (KB) management,
intelligent reasoning, proactiveness, action planning, emotion
modeling, etc. The availability of such tools is limited to a
variety of research projects.

Our own work in the field begins with the mVITAL system
[7] which featured an arbitrary number of intelligent agents
inside virtual worlds defined as sets of interconnected loca-
tions and visualized in 3D. The system incorporated VAL,
a simple scripting language with a Prolog-like syntax for



the specification of agent behaviour according to the BDI
model [8] enriched with definitions of the agent’s own abilities
in terms of preconditions, effect add/delete lists and simple
reasoning rules solved against a Prolog engine. The system
allowing distributed deployment of agents and viewers, es-
sentially separating world representation, behaviour generation
and presentation, while also enabling optimal processing load
distribution over a network. The mVITAL system provided
valuable initial insights into the use of a programming lan-
guage for the definition of virtual agent behaviour; however,
it was burdened by a restrictive world model and the limited
flexibility of the VAL language.

Continuing our previous efforts, we introduced the REVE
platform (which will be further discussed in Section II) [9]
[10]. The REVE platform enables the development of dis-
tributed IVE applications featuring a 3D virtual world inhab-
ited by an arbitrary number of IVAs. Each IVA is a system of
two components, a humanoid, animated virtual body, which
is provided and handled transparently by the platform, and
a behaviour-generation component developed as an external
application in accordance with each application’s requirements
and specifications and communicating with the rest of the
system over a network. Aiming to facilitate the development
of behaviour-generation components, the platform provides
sample client-side IVA implementations as well as a collection
of resusable software components and libraries for the Java
programming language. Over the past few years, we have used
the REVE platform as a basis for a number of research efforts
as well as an educational tool in the context of academic
modules related to Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Virtual
Reality (VR).

In this paper we present an extension to the REVE plat-
form that enables the development of behaviour generation
components for IVAs using the Prolog programming language.
In contrast to other high-level languages (such as Java men-
tioned above), Prolog is better-suited to AI-related objectives
such as knowledge representation and intelligent reasoning. In
addition, it is a general-purpose language that benefits from
a number of concrete implementations and a wide variety
of third-party libraries and tools, hence being more powerful
and flexible than a context-specific scripting language. More-
over, the presented tool encrypts the implementation details
of the underlying virtual world and the IVA underneath a
symbolic representation. Our motivation is two-fold: firstly,
to investigate the implications of, and potential benefits from,
using Prolog for the definition of agent behaviour; secondly, to
enrich the REVE platform with sophisticated agent behaviour
definition facilities building upon the concepts and methods of
Logic Programming (LP).

II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE REVE PLATFORM

An IVE based on the REVE platform consists of a number
of interoperating components, as shown in Figure 1.

The REVE Worlds system is an implementation of all
components of a typical IVE except virtual agent behaviour,
which is generated by custom external applications. As a

Fig. 1. Overview of the REVE Platform

result, the system readily provides IVE application developers
with critical functionality, including initialization, rendering,
3D visualization, virtual object modeling, high-level repre-
sentation of object semantics and functionality, virtual body
management, and agent perception and action.

AIP is a protocol that standardizes communication between
virtual bodies in the REVE Worlds system and external
behaviour-generation applications. In particular, the protocol
consists of a set of simple commands controlling the exchange
of (a) sensory data from the IVA’s virtual body to its behaviour-
generation component, and (b) action-specification data from
the IVA’s behaviour-generation component to its virtual body.

Custom AIP client applications communicate with the
REVE Worlds system over TCP/IP by means of a simple
protocol. Such applications can be implemented based on any
paradigm or approach and in any programming language avail-
able to, or preferred by, application developers, as long as they
comply with the protocol. The REVE Explorer (a sample IVA
implementation aiming to demonstrate the REVE platforms
capabilities), the Reveler (a sample IVA capable of playing
the n-Tiles game) and the mVital agent client (an experimental
implementation that links the REVE platform with the earlier
mVital system) are examples of such applications.

SARA, the Simple API for REVE Agents, is a Java li-
brary that facilitates the development of external behaviour-
generation applications for virtual agents in the REVE plat-
form on an object-oriented, event-driven basis. Among other
cases, we have used it as the infrastructure underelying the
extension to the REVE platform presented in this paper.

VERL is an XML-based language that can be used to define
virtual worlds for the REVE Worlds system.

Underlying all of the above is the REVE representation,
an abstract, yet readily-realizable specification for (a) IVEs
as systems of components with standard responsibilities, (b)



TABLE I
PROLOG PREDICATES FOR THE DEFINITION OF AGENT BEHAVIOUR

Predicate, syntax Semantics

initial kb/1
initial kb(B)

Unifies the agent’s knowledge base with B.

sense/3
sense(S, I,O)

Unifies the agent’s knowledge base with O
after processing most recent sensory data S
and current knowledge base I.

decide/2
decide(I,O)

Unifies the agent’s knowledge base with O
after committing to a course of action based
on current knowledge base I.

act/3
act(A, I,O)

Unifies A with next action to be executed
and agent’s knowledge base with O after
processing committed-to course of action in
current knowledge base I.

virtual worlds as collections of virtual objects with physical
properties, semantics and functionality [9], and (c) a model of
perception and action for virtual agents [10].

In such an IVE, a typical application lifecycle would be as
follows: First, the user starts the REVE Worlds system and
creates a new virtual world by loading a VERL file through
the system’s user interface. Then, they start as many external
behaviour-generation applications as required and connect
them to REVE Worlds. After a connection with a behaviour-
generation application is established, REVE Worlds creates a
virtual body and yields control of it to the application, hence
creating what is essentially a complete virtual agent. After
they have been created, virtual agents repeatedly perceive the
virtual world and act upon it as dictated by their behaviour-
generation components according to data exchanged via the
AIP protocol.

III. PROGRAMMING AGENT BEHAVIOUR IN PROLOG

A. Architecture

The presented extension to the REVE platform consists of
a behaviour-generation component, referred to as client in the
rest of this section, whose structure is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, the client consists of a commu-
nications layer handling AIP data exchange over TCP/IP, a
control layer and a Prolog engine managing (i) the agent
KB and (ii) four special-purpose predicates, referred as as
behaviour predicates, which, along with additional developer
code, constitute the Prolog engine’s KB.

B. Behaviour predicates

The four behaviour predicates enable the specification of
agent behaviour by the developer. As discussed in Section
III-C, the first is used to initialize the agent KB while the
remaining three drive the generation of the agent’s behaviour
by being continuously solved in a sense-decide-act cycle. They
are listed in Table I.

As shown in Table I, the purpose of the initial kb/1 pred-
icate is to initialize the agent KB. The predicate’s semantics
require the single argument B to be an unbound variable that
shall be unified with the initial state of the agent KB whenever
the Prolog engine attempts to solve a initial kb(B) query. The

REVE Worlds

AIP handler and TCP/IP comms layer

Control layer

Prolog engine

Agent KB Prolog engine KB

initial_kb/1 sense/3

decide/2 act/3

(additional code...)

Sensory dataAction commands

init_kb/sense/decide/act

Updated KB, action

KB out KB in

Current KB, sensory data

AIP data

Fig. 2. Client architecture

predicate’s implementation as well as the structure and initial
contents of the agent KB are entirely up to the developer - no
restriction whatsoever is imposed either by the REVE platform
or the predicate’s semantics: for instance, it can be a flat list
of beliefs, a structured list reflecting a BDI KB, or else.

The purpose of the sense/3 predicate is to process sensory
data. The predicate’s semantics require the first argument S to
be the sensory data to be processed, the second argument I to
be the current agent KB and the third argument O to be an
unbound variable. Based on the implementation provided by
the developer, whenever the Prolog engine attempts to solve
a sense(S, I, O) query the predicate shall process sensory
data and the current agent KB and shall unify the third
argument with an updated agent KB reflecting the sensory
data processing that took place. The structure and contents
of the current and updated agent KB shall comply with the
initial KB/1 predicate’s semantics. Also, eventhough no such
restriction is imposed by the predicate’s semantics, the client’s
design specifies that the first argument shall be a list of
symbolic sensory data according to the REVE representation’s
perception model (further discussed in Subsection III-D and by
Anastassakis and Panayiotopoulos (2014) [10]). However, the
design of the exact sensory data-processing mechanism and
its outcome are entirely up to the developer: the sensory data
can be added to the knowledge base, ignored or additionally



processed in any way required by the application. Also, the
exact method of updating the KB so as to include and maintain
consistency with the sensory data depents on decisions made
earlier regarding the KB’s structure.

The purpose of the decide/2 predicate is to choose the
agent’s course of action. The predicate’s semantics require
the first argument I to be the current agent KB and the
second argument O to be an unbound variable. Based on
the implementation provided by the developer, whenever the
Prolog engine attempts to solve a decide(I, O) query the
predicate shall process the current agent KB, choose a course
of action for the agent and unify the second argument with an
updated KB reflecting the commitment to a course of action.
The structure and contents of the current and updated agent
KB shall comply with the initial KB/1 predicate’s semantics.
However, the design of the decision-making mechanism and its
outcome are entirely up to the developer: any approach can be
chosen, ranging from deliberation schemes producing complex
action plans to single actions reflecting reactive behaviour to
even completely random action. Also, the exact method of
updating the KB so as to reflect commitment to a course of
action depends on decisions made earlier regarding the KB’s
structure.

Finally, the purpose of the act/3 predicate is to select the
next action to be executed by the agent. The predicate’s
semantics require the first argument S to be an unbound
variable, the second argument I to be the current agent KB
and the third argument O to also be an unbound variable.
Based on the implementation provided by the developer,
whenever the Prolog engine attempts to solve a act(A, I, O)
query the predicate shall process the current agent KB, unify
the first argument with the next action to be executed and
unify the last argument with an updated KB reflecting the
action selection that took place. The structure and contents
of the current and updated agent KB shall comply with the
initial KB/1 predicate’s semantics. Also, eventhough no such
restriction is imposed bu the predicate’s semantics, the client’s
design specifies that the first argument shall be a symbolic
action according to the REVE representation’s action model
(further discussed in Subsection III-D and by Anastassakis
and Panayiotopoulos (2014) [10]). However, the design of
exact action-selection mechanism and its outcome are, again,
entirely up to the developer: the mechanism may select an
action from an action plan previously stored in the KB by
the decide/2 predicate, select an action based on the current
KB and a reactive behaviour scheme, or even randomly select
an action. Also, the exact method of updating the KB so as
to reflect action selection depends on decisions made earlier
regarding the KB’s structure.

C. Operation workflow

The workflow of the client’s operation is shown in Figure
3. Layers involved in each step are in brackets. If any step
fails, the client terminates.

The workflow consists of three main phases. Firstly, during
the initialization phase, the Control layer initializes the agent

1) Initialization [Control]
a) Initialize global agent KB reference [Control]
b) Solve the init kb/1 predicate [Prolog]
c) Connect to REVE Worlds [AIP/comms]

2) Behaviour generation [Control]
a) Sense [Control]

i) Obtain sensory data [AIP/comms]
ii) Preprocess sensory data [Control]

iii) Solve the sense/3 predicate [Prolog]
iv) Update agent KB reference [Control]

b) Decide [Control]
i) Solve the decide/2 predicate [Prolog]

ii) Update agent KB reference [Control]
c) Act [Control]

i) Solve the act/3 predicate [Prolog]
ii) Update agent KB reference [Control]

iii) Process action [Control]
• Handle special actions [Control]
• Expand complex actions into simple action

sequences [Control]
• Delegate simple actions [Control]

iv) Execute action sequence [AIP/comms]
d) Repeat until termination action [Control]

3) Shutdown [Control]
a) Disconnect from REVE worlds [AIP/comms]
b) Shutdown Prolog engine [Control]

Fig. 3. Client operation workflow

KB and requests the Prolog engine to solve the init kb/1 pred-
icate with the agent KB just initialized as an argument. Also,
the AIP/comms layer connects to the REVE Worlds system.
Secondly, the Control layer initiates the client’s behaviour
loop, which constitutes the behaviour generation phase. The
loop continues until a special action dictating that the client
should terminate is selected during the loop’s action phase.
Lastly, during the shutdown phase, the AIP/comms layer dis-
connects from the REVE Worlds system and the Control layer
shuts down the Prolog engine towards graceful termination of
the agent’s lifecycle.

The behaviour loop is what drives the sense-decide-act cycle
and the continuous exchange of data between the client and
the corresponding virtual body. It consists of three steps.

During the sense step, the AIP/comms layer requests sen-
sory data from the agent’s virtual body. The sensory data
received are subsequently preprocessed by the Control layer
according to their semantics (discussed in Section III-D) and
depending on the client’s implementation. Then, the Prolog
engine solves the sense/3 predicate. Lastly, the agent KB is
updated to reflect changes produced by the predicate. During
the decide step, the Prolog engine solves the decide/2 predicate
and the agent KB is, again, updated to reflect changes pro-
duced by the predicate. Finally, during the act step, the Prolog



TABLE II
SENSORY DATA AND INTERPRETATION

Symbol Interpretation

item(i, c) Item i is of item class c.

location(i, l) Item i is located at l, where l is a value of
implementation-dependent type that specifies a
location (e.g., a 3D coordinate).

orientation(i, o) Item i is oriented towards o, where o is a value
of implementation-dependent type that specifies
an orientation (e.g., an axis-angle rotation).

size(i, s) The dimensions of item i are s, where s is a
value that specifies dimensions based on the
implementation’s choice of bounding shape.

accessPoint(i, a, c) Item i has an accesspoint a of accesspoint class
c.

function(i, a, f, c) Accesspoint a of item i has a function f of
function class c.

functionArgs
(i, a, f, e0, e1, ...)

The execution arguments of function f of ac-
cesspoint a of item i are e0, e1, ..., respectively.

sensor
(i, s, df , dn, ah, av ,
rh, rv)

Item i has a sensor s with far limit df , near limit
dn, horizontal field-of-view angle ah, vertical
field-of-view angle av , horizontal resolution rh
and vertical resolution rv .

effector(i, e, c) Item i has an effector e of effector class c.

action(i, e, a, c) Effector e of item i has an action a of action
class c.

actionArgs
(i, e, a, e0, e1, ...)

The execution arguments of action a of effector
e of item i are e0, e1, ..., respectively.

engine solves the act/3 predicate. The agent KB is updated
once more to reflect changes produced by the predicate. The
selected action is then processed according to its semantics
(discussed in Section III-D) and depending on the client’s
implementation: if it is a special action, it is immediately
handled by the client (e.g., forcing a termination); if it is a
complex action, it is expanded by the client into a sequence
of simple actions; if it is a simple action, it is merely delegated
for execution. Lastly, the AIP/comms layer transmits the action
sequence to the agent’s virtual body for execution.

D. Sensory data and actions

Sensory data and actions are symbolic and comprise an
abstract, high-level, interactive, implementation-independent
and developer-extendible view of the virtual world. This is one
of the key features of the REVE representation’s perception
and action model for IVAs and, among other benefits, ensures
that the agent’s perceptions of, and actions upon, the virtual
world are encoded in a form that is readily compatible with LP
and lends directly to knowledge representation and reasoning
mechanisms implemented in the Prolog language [10].

The sensory data available for processing by the init kb/1,
sense/3 and decide/2 predicates are listed in Table II. They are
generated automatically by the REVE worlds system to reflect
the state of the virtual world and transmitted to the client via
the virtual body during sense steps.

The actions available for selection by the act/3 predicate are
listed in Table III. They are applicable by the REVE worlds
system onto the virtual world after being transmitted via the

TABLE III
ACTIONS AND EFFECTS

Action Effects

act(motor,move, x, z, b) Move the agent’s body by (x, y) on
the y = 0 plane. Move relatively if b
is true, absolutely otherwise.

act(motor, turn, a) Turn the agent’s body about the y axis
by a radians.

attach(hand, i, a) Attach the agent’s hand effector to
accesspoint a of item i.

select(hand,move, f) Select function f of attached access-
point for hand effector’s move action.
Used to prepare for translating items.

select(hand, turn, f) Select function f of attached access-
point for hand effector’s turn action.
Used to prepare for rotating items.

select(hand, use, f) Select function f of attached access-
point for hand effector’s use action.
Used to prepare for accessing item-
side functionality.

act(hand,move, x, y, z, b) Move item by (x, y, z). Move rela-
tively if b is true, absolutely other-
wise.

act(hand, turn, x, y, z, a) Turn item about axis defined by
(x, y, z) by a radians.

act(hand, use, arg1, arg2, ...) Execute selected item-side functional-
ity with specified arguments.

act(move to, x, z) Complex action for realistic motion
towards (x, z) on the y = 0 plane.

nop Do nothing (no operation).

quit Terminate the agent’s lifecycle.

client to the virtual body during act steps. (For reasons of
brevity, only selected actions are listed.)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a fully-functional version of the client
based on the SARA library (discussed in Section II) and SWI
Prolog. The client, the REVE Worlds system and the rest of
the REVE platform’s components can be collectively used
as a tool for programming the behaviour of IVAs in IVE
applications using the Prolog language.

The SARA library provides developers with a number of
Java base classes, each specializing the other and exposing
increasingly complex and domain-specific levels of function-
ality. For example, the BaseAgent class fully encrypts all
tasks related to connection to REVE Worlds, symbolic KB
management, reception of sensory information, transmission
of actions to be executed, etc., and exposes the relevant
functionality as methods. One level of complexity higher, the
BaseSpatialMapperAgent class is also capable of creating and
updating at runtime a map of all items perceivable by the agent
(their bounding boxes, to be exact) whenever the symbolic KB
is updated (e.g., via sensing), thus enabling additional spatial
reasoning, collision avoidance and movement functionality.
Furthermore, in addition to the actions supported by the REVE
representation’s perception and action model [10], the class
also supports a complex action – that is, an action that is
broken down to a sequence of simpler actions before execution



Fig. 4. The client’s main window

– namely, the moveTo action, which is broken down to a move
action followed by a turn action. The resulting effect is that the
agent first turns towards the specified target and then begins
moving towards it, thus moving in a more realistic fashion.

The client’s main window is depicted in Figure 4. The user-
interface allows the user to connect to REVE Worlds at a
specified IP address and port number, start the sense-decide-
act loop and terminate the agent’s lifecycle. A log window
continuously displays information regarding the sensing pro-
cess, the KB, the actions selected, etc.

The client requires a file titled ”logician.pl” containing the
definitions of the four behaviour predicates to be available. An
example is listed in Figure 5.

The example relies on a predefined KB consisting of a
sequence of move and turn actions making the agent move in
a rectangle before terminating (it is implied that the KB has
been previously generated by an action planner invoked by the
decide/2 predicate). Obviously, the example focuses on agent
action, as sensory data are completely ignored by the sense/3
predicate and no actual decision-making is performed by the
decide/2 predicate. Nevertheless, albeit simplistic, we feel it
successfully conveys the flexibility and expressive power of
the proposed approach and, more importantly, the fact that the
developer has to mind no implementation details of the virtual
world or the IVA when programming the latter’s behaviour.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a tool for programming the
behaviour of IVAs in IVE applications using the Prolog
language. The tool extends our previous work on IVAs and
IVEs and consists of the REVE platform enriched with a
fully-functional behaviour-generation client component that
allows the definition of agent behaviour transparently and in
an implementation-independent fashion via a specific set of
Prolog predicates.

i n i t k b ( [
a c t ( motor , move , [ 5 , 0 ] , t r u e ) ,
a c t ( motor , t u r n , 1 . 5 7 1 ) ,
a c t ( motor , move , [ 5 , 0 ] , t r u e ) ,
a c t ( motor , t u r n , 1 . 5 7 1 ) ,
a c t ( motor , move , [ 5 , 0 ] , t r u e ) ,
a c t ( motor , t u r n , 1 . 5 7 1 ) ,
a c t ( motor , move , [ 5 , 0 ] , t r u e ) ,
q u i t

] ) .

s e n s e ( , KB, KB ) .

d e c i d e (KB, KB ) .

a c t ( Act ion , [ Ac t i on |KB] , KB ) .
a c t ( nop , [ ] , [ ] ) .

Fig. 5. An example set of behaviour predicate definitions

We feel that the proposed approach is a promising alterna-
tive for programming the behaviour of IVAs. For that reason,
we plan to continue our research in mainly two directions:
firstly, we will enrich the client with a library of reusable
Prolog predicates – a standard library of sorts – aiming to offer
both general-purpose and REVE-specific functionality (e.g.,
pathfinding algorithms) towards more straightforward and sys-
tematic application development; secondly, we aim to evaluate
both the proposed approach as well as the implemented tool
as both a basis for IVA research and as an educational aid for
introductory Prolog and AI course modules.
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